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Dark matter and neutrino study 
with CYGNO: Computing model 
and data handling
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standard model (SM)/general relativity (GR)

• divergence - renormalization;


• gravity;


• dark matter;


• dark energy; 


• neutrino masses; 


• matter–antimatter asymmetry;


• the theory is composed of a mess of 
terms, stuck together. 

• quantisation of the space-time;


• dark energy …; 


• dark matter …;


• the black hole/singularity


• the theory is elegant and with profound 
meaning as never probably happened 
in physics



cosmology (Λ-CDM)
origin and evolution of the universe, from the Big Bang to today and on into the future

• The Planck epoch - Time < 10-43 s - four fundamental forces were combined into 
a single, unified force.


• The universe expands - Time  10-43 - 10-36 s - inflation (exponential expiation) 
explaining why universe was so flat and uniform, primordial black holes could 
start to be formed


• The elementary particles are born - Time ~10-36 s - quarks were combined, 
forming protons and neutrons; neutrinos were able to escape this plasma of 
charged particles and began traveling freely through space, while photons 
continued to be trapped by the plasma. It could be that dark matter (WIMPs) was 
part of this plasma 

• The first nuclei emerge -  Time ~1 s to 3 min - nucleosynthesis: universe cooled 
enough for violent collisions to subside, protons and neutrons clumped 
together into nuclei of the light elements—hydrogen, helium and lithium


• The cosmic microwave background (CMB) becomes visible - Time 380,000 y - 
the particle soup had cooled enough for electrons to bind to nuclei to form 
neutral atoms; photons became free to traverse the universe 


• The earliest stars - Time: ~100 million years

• Our Sun is born - Time: 9.2 billion years

• Today - Time: 13.8 billion years - The universe is expanding at an increasing rate  

—> dark energy

tim
e

fixing the amount of 
“components” expected to be 
observed in the universe today 



expansion vs gravitational collapse
the dark energy: 68% of energy that we do not “understand”

• vacuum energy coming from SM, Evacum ~ 10120 times the needed one (Λ)


• quintessence just the fifth forces …


• MOND (Modified Newtonian dynamics), a modified theory of Gravity

space-time

space-time 
in expiation

matter



dark matter footprint
dark matter: the ~85% of the matter in the universe that we can’t “see”
• Galaxy Rotation Curves


• Velocity Dispersions


• Galaxy Clusters


• Gravitational Lensing


• CMB - Cosmic Microwave Background


• Structure Formation


• Bullet Cluster


• Type Ia supernova distance 
measurements


• Sky surveys and baryon acoustic 
oscillations


• Redshift-space distortions


• Lyman-alpha forest



galaxy rotation curves
astronomical observables

r
rGMv )(

=

Kepler’s 3rd Law applied to Galaxy



+ barions

+ DM

dark matter footprint
cosmological observables (ΛCDM)

Big Bang Nucleosynthesis: The amount of 
l ightest chemical elements depends 
critically on the conditions of the early 
universe, and in particular on the balance 
between baryonic and non-baryonic matter 

CMB: The temperature fluctuations spectra of CMB 
depends on the interaction between gravity (to which 
both DM and baryonic matter contribute) and the 
pressure generated by the only baryonic matter



it’s “just gravity”
made of baryons

• gas, dust, cold molecules, charged particle in the 
galaxy halo —> any (radio emission) search failed.


• astronomical candidates: 


• planets and brown dwarfs (0.01-0.08 Mo)


• fossils of white and black dwarf and neutron stars 
that brings to dark dwarf


• MACHO


• Primordial Black Holes (PBH)


up to now gravitational effect or cooling/accretion time 
is too long/short to ensure the proper abundance need.



it’s “just gravity”
the PBH an example…

Until the discovery of gravitational waves by LIGO-Virgo collaboration, the Black Holes (BH) were identify 
only via X Ray telescope (EM), and their mass was limited at about 20 solar masses. LIGO-Virgo observed 
BHs match more bigger and smaller and if Primordial Black Holes (PBH) exist it could have these mass… 
Moreover the merger rate would be order of magnitude lager then LIGO-Virgo observed rate to justify 
dark matter.



the James Webb Space Telescope
the telescope might have spotted a galaxy from 13.5 billion years ago, just 300 million years after the Big Bang

the redshift frontier
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it’s another gravity
MOND…

• General Relativity works fine but:


• Quantum Field Theory calculations lead to 
higher-derivative corrections!


• Quantum Field Theory in curved spacetime 
changes gravity at the early-epoch!


• Why General Relativity and not any other 
theory? 


• Solar System tests maybe passed by 
number of modified gravity



it’s another particle…
• it must have mass to interact with gravity


• it must be stable to explain today abundance (T>>1017 sec) and possibly 
relic from the early universe


• it must be neutral with no electromagnetic interaction


• it must be cold, not too warm (like neutrino) to not escape from mass 
cluster (p/m<<1 at CMB formation)


• —>


• it could be axions, particles with mass of 10-3-10-5 eV, no charge, no 
spin, needed to solve the not observed CP violation in strong interaction.


• it could be WIMPs, particles with mass of 109-1012 eV, weakly interacting, 
motivated by SUSY and “freeze out miracle” that predict the relic 
abundance starting form the weak force cross section properties.


• it could be gravitino, sterile neutrino (~keV), dark photons (~ GeV) 

• it could be WIMPzillas with mass of 10-21-10-28 eV produced at the 
beginning of the universe due to the large energy available at that epoch



subGeV DM vs WIMPs
n.b.

• The XENON detector, the most sensitive dark matter 
(DM) detector currently in operation, has established 
an upper limit for Weakly Interacting Particles with a 
mass (MX) of approximately 6 GeV.


• WIMPs, particles motivated by Supersymmetry 
(SUSY), cannot have a mass lower than approximately 
10 GeV.


• To justify the absence of their detection, we either 
require a new theory (which may also involve Axion-
Like Particles, ALPs) or need to consider mechanisms 
that reduce the probability of interaction.


• for the reason in the following, the term 'WIMP' refers 
to particles that primarily interact through the weak 
force, including sub-GeV dark matter, and it is not 
limited to just SUSY particles.



Dark Matter properties and 
detection



the WIMPs production and detection
Early Universe “frese out” miracle

production

indirect detection

direct detection
X

SM

SM

X

X

X

SM

SM

SM

SM

X

X

time

time



the dark matter when living on the earth

solar systemCygnus

galaxy rotation



the WIMPs direct search properties
and constraint…

axionsv~ 220 km/s, ρx ~ 0.3 GeV cm-3 DM density in the Milky Way,  
σ cross section (SD and SI), mx ~ 1-100 GeV DM mass

χN ➙χN elastic scattering off nuclei E ≈ 1÷100 keV 
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detector requirements: 
• large mass; 

• long exposure; 

• low energy threshold

s



background

Signal

ν ν

Signal <—> Background
muons background 



external background
• muons (cosmic)


• underground lab

• gamma (natural radioactivity)


• passive shielding 
• material selection

• detector discrimination


• neutrons (natural radioactivity and 
cosmogenic induced)

• underground lab

• passive and active shielding 
• materiale selection low U, Th contamination


• neutrinos 
• ultimate limit (coherent nucleus scattering 

and elastic electron scattering)
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internal background
• Solid (hight purity powder or melts with intrinsic low background)


• cosmogenic activation, removed by underground production

• residual surface α or β-decay removed, by discrimination

• readout (PMTs)


• Liquid 
• 85Kr and Radon, removed by cryogenic cycle and liquid 

filtering

• Argon: 39Ar and 42Ar, Xenon: 136Xe

• readout (PMTs, SIPM, ecc)

• residual surface α or β-decay, removed by fiducialization


• Gas 
• Radon, removed by gas filtering

• residual surface (mainly from readout) α or β-decay, removed 

by discrimination and fiducialization (*)

• readout (PMTS, SIPM, Camera!), removed by fiducialization

(*) with some constraint on longitudinal fiducialization  (see next)

dr
ift

DRIFT fiducialization with N-

LXe distillation colum
n

COSINUS prototype P.D.

CYGNO prototype P.I.



detector requirements

detector requirements: 
• large detector mass; 

• long exposure and stability; 

• very low energy threshold; 

• ultra-low radioactive background;

• very high background discrimination

• calibration

• DM identification: 


• nuclear recoil shape 

• seasonal modulation 

• directionality 



detector technology

bolometers

liquid, cryogenic

medium (O 1000 eV) threshold 

high sensibility and

scalability

solid, cryogenic

very low (O 10 eV) threshold 

limited mass and scalability

gassous 
low (O 100 eV) threshold 

just some ideas to increase 

sensitivity and scalability 



detector sensitivity characteristics

liquid, cryogenic

medium (O 1000 eV) threshold 

high sensibility and

scalability

gassous 
low (O 100 eV) threshold 

just some ideas to increase 

sensitivity and scalability 

solid, cryogenic

very low (O 10 eV) threshold 

limited mass and scalability



discrimination 

am
pl

itu
de integral 

integral am
pl

itu
de

f90 = fraction of 
integral in first 90 ns 

solid/cryogenics gass/liquid (Xe/Ar) scintillator/liquid (Ar)

COSINUS

D
arkSide C

ollaboration, Phys. Rev. D
 98 102006 (2018)

f90+S1/S2 cuts

f90 boundary

CREEST
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detectors



dark matter scenario
solid —> crystals —> gases —> liquid

DAMIC (SNOLAB), 

DAMIC-M (LSM), 

CDEX (CJPL), etc.

DAMA (LNGS), COSINE (Korea),  
SABRE (LNGS/LSC), ANAIS (LSM), etc

DRIFT (Bulby), CYGNO (LNGS),

TREX (LSC), NEWS-G (SNOLAB), etc

LUX (SNOLAB), XENON (LNGS),

DARKSIDE (LNGS), PANDAX (CJPL), etc.

1010.1 dark matter mass threshold (GeV)

SuperCDMS (SNOLAB), EDELWEISS (LSM), CREST,  
COSINUS (LNGS), etc



gas detector

liquid, cryogenic

medium (O 1000 eV) threshold 

high sensibility and

scalability

gassous 
low (O 100 eV) threshold 

just some ideas to increase 

sensitivity and scalability 

solid, cryogenic

very low (O 10 eV) threshold 

limited mass and scalability



nuclear recoil threshold gassous 
low (O 100 eV) threshold 

just some ideas to increase 

sensitivity and scalability 

th = 30 keVnr

th = 4 keVnr

th = 1 keVnr

LArLXeHe

th <~ 0.1 keVnr (solid)



1 keVee

2.15 keV   per l'He

3.12 keV   per il C

3.75 keV   per il F

CYGNO 1m3 * y 

CYGNO & optical read out

107 readout channels + time signals  
18 cameras monitoring  330*330 mm  
each with 150 μm resolution and a 

sensitivity of ~ 1 ph / 2 eV released in gas

x 9 …

x 9 …

gassous 
low (O 100 eV) threshold 

just some ideas to increase 

sensitivity and scalability 

ERC-INITIUM R&D on negative 
ion for 3D reconstruction

CYGNO 1 m3 of HeCF4 60/40 

(H, He light target, F target and quenching/light production)



neutrino ultimate limit
elastic electron scattering

D. Pinci, Seminari di Fisica Sperimentale INFN Roma1

WHAT CYGNO CAN DO: NEUTRINO SPECTROSCOPY
Elastic neutrino - electron scattering with gaseous TPC: revitalising old ideas

- sub-millimetre tracking capability (Borexino is 12 cm) 

- 10 keV directional threshold on electrons 

- keV energy resolution 

- low mass

36

- Directionality will be crucial
~ 30 events/year in CYGNO30

gassous 
low (O 100 eV) threshold 

just some ideas to increase 

sensitivity and scalability 

ν

ν



where we are going…
APPEC Dark Matter Report 2021 (to be published) submitted to APPEC for final approval

ν

ν



CYGNO Computing Model



why (scientific objective)
CYGNO a large TPC for dark matter and neutrino study
exploiting the progress in commercial scientific Active Pixel Sensors (APS) based 
on CMOS technology to realise a large gaseous Time Projection Chamber (TPC) for 
Dark Matter and Solar neutrino search.
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Field cage
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Time Projection Chamber (TPC)

Filled with appropriate gas

TPC Detector in a nutshell

A TCP is costituite by a 
vessel filled with gas or 
liquid (Ar, Xe, etc) where an 
appropriate field is applied 
(typically kV/cm)
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Incident particle

TPC Detector in a nutshell

when a charged particle 
pass true the gas, have a 
well known probability to 
ionise the gas and …
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ionization

Incident particle

TPC Detector in a nutshell

… produce free ions and 
electrons that …
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ionization drift

Incident particle

TPC Detector in a nutshell

… start to drift in the 
direction of the anode and 
the cathode where …



Field cage
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ionization drift

Incident particle

TPC Detector in a nutshell

… a readout device is 
placed.
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ionization drift amplification

Incident particle

TPC Detector in a nutshell

in gas TCP an amplification 
process by means of triple 
Gas Electron Multiplier 
(GEM) and produce an 
avalanche of electrons …



TPC Detector in a nutshell

… that generate photons 
with an efficiency ~ 7-8% 
in HeCF4 gas mixture.
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ionization drift amplification

Incident particle



Field cage
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ionization drift amplification

Incident particle

optical readout in a nutshell

an sCMOS 
camera 
2304×2304 
resolution, 0.7 
electrons rms and 
PMTs for the time 
shape 
longitudinal 
evolution



optical readout in a nutshell

PMTs

Field cage
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ionization drift amplification

Incident particle cosmic and radioactivity at see level, 
in 500 ms image over 30*30 cm area 



CYGNO prototype under test at LNGS
validating montecarlo expectation and testing HW/SW 

• testing data taking, calibration and 
reconstruction, and analysis algorithms


• comparing data and monte-carlo full 
simulation 


• validating ancillary system like gas system,  
DAQ, computing infrastructure

see level

@LNGS no shield

@LNGS 4 cm Cu shield

@LNGS 4 cm Cu shield



CYGNO project objective
demonstrate the technique and …

x 1 …

under test 
at LNGS

5*10 litres, 1 camera

10 MB/event 0.2—>0.01 Hz

LIME



CYGNO project objective
demonstrate the technique and feasibility of …

x 1 …

under test 
at LNGS

5*10 litres, 1 camera

10 MB/event 0.2—>0.01 Hz

LIME

x 2 …

x 2 …

1*10^3 litres, 4 cameras

45 MB/event (Hz ?)

funded by  

ERC-INITIUM

CYGN04



CYGNO project objective
demonstrate the technique and feasibility of large scale detector

x 2 …
5*10 litres, 1 camera


10 MB/event 0.2—>0.01 Hz
3*10^4 litres, > 100 cameras


4-5 GB/event (Hz ?)

x N …

x 1 …

under test 
at LNGS

x 2 …

1*10^3 litres, 4 cameras

45 MB/event (Hz ?)

funded by  

ERC-INITIUM

prototype CYGN04 CYGN30

a challenging 
project



the INFN-Cloud infrastructure
data management and online data validation and qualification

• the CYGNO project is hosted in the underground laboratory 
of LNGS where it is recommended to have only the 
minimum setup necessary to collect data on a local buffer


• many experiments in the past decide to host their computing 
infrastructure in CC of LNGS


• In 2020 started the INFN-Cloud project, offering many 
services at PaaS/SaaS level, optimal to host our computing 
model, ensuring the characteristics of scalability, safety, 
reliability etc.


• in collaboration with the INFN-Cloud we integrate and 
develop a sets of tools for data management, analysis and 
simulation available at user level and accessible and 
exploitable to all the CYGNO international collaborators
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DAQ

CYGNO-INFN cloud dashboard



the middleware CYGNO project
data management and online data validation and qualification

• experiment data management;


• experiment front end metadata production and management;


• slow/fast remote experiment monitor without access to LAN DAQ 
(shift workers from all over the world);


• online data reconstruction and pre-analysis; 


• online data validation and qualification;


• high level/back end metadata production and management, alarms 
and warnings dispatcher also via discord experiment channel.

DAQ, data, 
metadata, 

reco, analysis 
…



CYGNO… computing model
BACH

ANALISYS

RESOURCES

WEB GUI

SIMULATION

LNGS/LNF/…

DAQ

user
scratch

data

STORAGE/BACKUP

S3

METADATA & 
SLOW CONTROL



logical units, “composed” services 

DAQ @ LNGS

DAQ @ LNF

test and 
development 
setup at LNF

production 
setup at LNGS

Mariadb replica  
for metadata


sql.cygno.cloud.infn.it

data and metadata monitor

grafana.cygno.cloud.infn.it

Identity and Access Management

iam.cloud.infn.it

S3 storage

minio.cloud.infn.it

analysis and simulation

web interfaces


notebook01.cygno.cloud.infn.it

notebook02.cygno.cloud.infn.it

batch queues

condor01.cygno.cloud.infn.it

condor02.cygno.cloud.infn.it

backup 

tape.cygno.cloud.infn.it

pre analysis and data quality 

sentinel.cygno.cloud.infn.itmessaging


kafka.cygno.cloud.infn.it

http://sql.cygno.cloud.infn.it
http://grafana.cygno.cloud.infn.it
http://iam.cloud.infn.it
http://notebook01.cygno.cloud.infn.it
http://notebook02.cygno.cloud.infn.it
http://condor01.cygno.cloud.infn.it
http://condor02.cygno.cloud.infn.it
http://tape.cygno.cloud.infn.it
http://sentinel.cygno.cloud.infn.it


the user interface and services
multi-user platform integrated with INDIGO IAM authentication and authorisation, batch 
system, analysis and simulation software  

• the tool is base on “Dynamic On Demand Analysis 
Service (DODAS)” project that allows the integration 
of cloud storage for persistence services with 
analysis (python/root/ecc) and simulation software 
(GEANT/GARFILD/ecc).


• notebooks/consoles for scripting in python and 
root; terminals; editor; data access via POSIX 
(FUSE simulated)


• batch system on demand: from the interface the 
experiment HTCondor queues can be reach to submit 
and control job 


• user interface and work node software running on 
the queues is managed by the experiment and can be 
easily update on user request.

WHAT NEXT
integrate CVMFS: scalable, reliable and 
low-maintenance software distribution 
service

experiment data 

shared via POSIX



data management
the “tape-r” 
• data by means m2c process, bunched in runs, are copied on S3 

object storage, as well as metadata, locally stored and replicated 
on cloud MariaDB;


• a few second after the run is close is available for full 
reconstruction on the cloud HTcondor queue and can be 
download with various tools (web, rest api, POSIX, ecc);


• the “tape-r” process replicate data on tape and update metadata 
of the run status;


• TAPE @CNAF token based access in the next future is going to be 
integrated in RUCIO as cloud services for more complete and 
generalised data management system

data replica dashboard 

DAQ 
(LNF/LNGS) CYGNO lib storage

LNGS CLOUD

m2c tape-rruns runs

WHAT NEXT



data reconstruction pipeline
offline/online process

post-processing 
calibrations


high-level analysis
calibrated  
data setsmulti-EVENTs  

data sets

user analysis 
physical outcomes

data “hits”
RAW events


calibration source, radioactivity, 
cosmic rays, Dark Matter wind…

sCMOS

images

PMT  
waveforms

data preparation 
zero suppression


noise filters 

optical corrections 

reconstruction 
clustering & 

superclustering

PMT info evaluation

EVENTs data sets

clusters features

PMTs features

noise filter: median filter

optical correction: vignetting, optical distortion

superclustering: Geodesic Active Contour (GAC)



online data reconstruction
the “sentinel” - Data Transformation Service (DTS)

• parallel to run data management, sigle events are send to cloud by 
means of kafka producer


• the sentinel process consume data parallelising the events 
reconstruction on the HTCondor queues 


• data and metadata are the stored and presented for on line motoring

DAQ 
(LNF/LNGS) storage

LNGS

CLOUD

middleware

producer

sentinel

consumer

events

events

on line 
reconstructed data 

and metadata

Gas Temperature

Gas Pressure

Clusters/image
Clusters/run

Total light/run

Avg clusters/img

Avg light/cluster size

resources monitor

slow control monitor

data quality monitor

remore console

WHAT NEXT

optimise/scale architecture to completely be 
able to provide online reconstruction 

implement data compression (triggerless ML/
GPU algorithms are under study)



online experiment monitoring
the r-console

DAQ @ LNGS

remote console 
producer LNGS

json ODB

json data 
images

console 
consumer

CLOUD



online data analysis
analyser - DTS

ROOT

CLOUD

sentinel

consumer

on line 
reconstructed data 

and metadata

analyzer



astroparticle experiments
exploiting CYGNO experience

astroparticle experiments features: 

• unique and unrepeatable data (ex. ultra high 
cosmic events) constraint on uptime/dead-time


• data could be acquired in difficult and extreme 
conditions (ex. space, under water ice, etc) 
conditioning the possibility of interventions and 
changes in the setup


• templates and montecarlo are needed not only to 
evaluates systemat ic but a lso to ident i fy 
“candidates” of events. (ex OG, cosmic ray shower, 
etc) with large request of computing resources


• for many experiment data need to often to be re-
calibrated and reconstructed many times whit 
discontinuity and peak in the usage of computing 
resources

DAQ – AIDA Student Tutorial, 25th March 2014, Vienna H. Sakulin / CERN PH 38 

Trigger/DAQ parameters (Run 1) 
No.Levels Lvl 0,1,2 Event  Evt Build. HLT Out 
     (design) 
Trigger  Rate (Hz) Size (Byte)  Bandw.(GB/s) MB/s (Event/s) 
 
3  LV-1 105 1.5 MB 5.25  300 (200) 

  LV-2 6x103   
 
 
2  LV-1 105 1.0 MB 100 300 (200) 
      
   Pb-Pb 1500MB/s 

  
 
 
2 LV-0  106 30 kB 40 60 (2 kHz) 

   
 
 
4 Pb-Pb 500 70 MB 2 1250 (100) 

  

High Level Trigger 

bigger rather then faster!  
astroparticle experiments are characterised by having a 
different throughput respect to typical HEP experiments, 
anyhow following a scaling law that underline how are 
anyway demanding in the overall process. 



conclusion

• our current model of the universe, based on the Standard Model (SM), General Relativity (GR), and Lambda 
Cold Dark Matter (LCDM), is facing more tensions and unresolved questions today than in the past.


• dark matter is one of these unresolved questions: it probably exists as a particle, and we may likely 
discover it in future detectors with lower thresholds and larger mass ranges.


• CYGNO project started and a technical run is on going to test all the needs for the full demonstrator 
starting in 2025. if successful a full scale detector for physics will follow, who’s characteristics will be 
challenging also from the computing point of view;


• a setup based on the INFN-Cloud of full computing services and data handling tools for CYGNO 
experiment has been setup, is running and show appropriate performance 


• the CYGNO use case is one of the seed that can be easily generalised to develop the computing model 
of many small/medium experiments in the astroparticle Italian community, reducing resources requests, 
costs, energy and environments impact, improving security, ecc. ecc.


